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SUMMARY
The 2011-2012 Ventura County Grand Jury (Grand Jury) opened an inquiry into
the City of Ventura (City) and its Code Enforcement group (CE) regarding
perceived aggressive enforcement practices and policies, on the basis of citizen
complaints and numerous newspaper articles. Some citizens believe that the City
and CE targeted secondary structures in residential neighborhoods, especially
second dwelling units, for safety reasons, but with a real goal of creating
additional revenue for the City.
The Grand Jury received complaints from citizens of the City relating to CE issues.
These complaints involved second dwelling units and second (non-dwelling) units
and how CE handled code violation allegations. There were many articles in the
Ventura County Star newspaper and other publications that dealt with these
issues. Among the issues identified were alleged aggressive enforcement actions,
verbal threats, threatening documents, an uncaring and unfair appellate system,
arbitrary enforcement, holding the current property owner accountable for permits
not obtained for work done prior to their ownership, and the City trying to balance
its budget through higher permit fees and CE fines. The Grand Jury decided to
investigate these issues.
In 2011, the Ventura City Council (VCC) sought to address unsafe second
dwellings, which culminated with ―The 2nd Dwelling Unit Amnesty Permit Program‖
(Amnesty Program). Fewer than twenty property owners have applied for this
program. There is fear and distrust because of aggressive CE actions and
apprehension of the City’s intentions by some property owners. Contributing to
this fear is that applying to the program and then not being accepted, leaves the
owner(s) exposed to CE enforcement with high fees and unattainable zoning
requirements. The continuing recession, high unemployment and high
construction costs may be contributing factors. (Att-01)
Complainants were interviewed, documents and records were obtained, and
videos of VCC and Ventura Planning Council meetings were reviewed. City
administrators and employees from several departments, at varying levels of
responsibility, were interviewed. Members of the Grand Jury visited complainant
properties. As a comparison, CE employees from a similarly-sized city in the
County were interviewed regarding how their city administers CE and permitting.
The Grand Jury found the City’s code enforcement process to be abusive and
provided preferential treatment on behalf of favored citizens. The VCC directed
the CE to use building safety concerns for the purpose of generating revenue.
A VCC member contacted CE to get a determination regarding the legality of their
second dwelling unit. The original determination, in 2007, was that the second
unit was not legally permitted. This determination was subsequently overruled
and the VCC member was informed that it was legally permitted. This matter
resurfaced in July 2011 leading to a second review that confirmed the original
determination.
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The Grand Jury recommends that the City find ways to work with property owners
to co-operatively solve problems, reduce fear, and restore public trust and
confidence in CE and the Amnesty Program. The Grand Jury recommends that the
City direct CE to focus its efforts on life safety matters instead of increasing
revenue. The Grand Jury also recommends that the City create policies,
procedures, and practices to eliminate real and/or the appearance of preferential
treatment.

Background
Citizens of the City provided complaints relating to CE issues. These complaints
involved second dwelling units and second units (non-dwelling) and how CE
handled code violation allegations. There were many articles in the Ventura
County Star newspaper and other publications that dealt with these issues.
Among the issues identified were alleged aggressive enforcement actions, verbal
threats, threatening documents, an uncaring and unfair appellate system,
arbitrary enforcement, holding the current successive property owner responsible
for permits not obtained for work done prior to their ownership, the City trying to
balance its budget through higher permit fees and CE fines, preferential
treatment, unauthorized searches, and confusing and contradictory information
from CE. The Grand Jury decided to investigate these issues.
The City had a long history of using a complaint-based model for investigating
allegations of code violations. This policy changed during 2009 when the VCC
changed to a proactive process, where CE began actively looking at second units
with alleged building and safety violations. Unpermitted construction was the
primary target.
It was during this same time frame that the City began experiencing severe
financial impacts from a declining revenue base due to a damaged housing
market, high unemployment, and the shift or loss of tax dollars from the state.
The VCC found itself with lower property tax revenue, lower sales tax revenues
and less tax money being returned by the state.
The City has historically used General Fund property tax-based revenue to pay for
most of the costs associated with CE, as well as Building & Safety (B&S). This
changed after the VCC voted to recover these costs via new fees, which are
allowable and legal as long as they are reasonable for the service(s) provided and
recover no more than the costs for performing the service(s).

Methodology
Complainants were interviewed in an effort to determine what they observed
and/or experienced with CE. Documents and other records were obtained as well
as information leading to potential witnesses. Documents and videos of VCC and
Ventura Planning Council meetings were reviewed. City administrators and
employees from several departments, at varying levels of responsibility, were
interviewed. Documents from the City were reviewed. As a comparison, CE
employees from a similarly-sized city in the County were interviewed regarding
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how their city administers code enforcement and permitting. Members of the
Grand Jury visited complainant properties.
The VCC ordinances regarding higher fees for building permits were reviewed in
light of legislation dealing with new taxes and fees. Propositions 26 and 218 were
examined for applicability to the VCC actions. [Ref-01-02]

Facts
FA-01. The CE staff was aggressive and used intimidation to gain authorized and
unauthorized access to properties in the City.
FA-02. City Community Development Department and CE hold current property
owners liable when no permit is found, for any work performed, even
prior to their ownership.
FA-03. City permit and inspection record keeping responsibility is placed on the
property owner by CE staff. There is no legal or regulatory requirement
for property owners to retain permits.
FA-04. The City lost and/or misfiled permit and inspection records.
FA-05. The City has some damaged and unreadable permits.
FA-06. The CE staff is inconsistent with its requests for compliance actions, both
verbally and in writing.
FA-07. The City established the Amnesty Program in 2011.
FA-08. When the final Amnesty Program was adopted during April 2011,
requirements for covered parking were eliminated and zoning and setback requirements were eased subject to variance approval. However, an
uncooperative neighbor can block the variance leading to an applicant not
being eligible for the program. The City maintains that it is the
responsibility of individual applicants to assess the risks and rewards of
applying for the Amnesty Program. The City maintains that there is no
intent to entrap amnesty applicants, but, if they are not accepted into the
program, the City may pursue them for code and zoning violations. The
City may order demolition of property that does not meet code after
becoming aware of it from Amnesty Program applications.
FA-09. When a second unit is cited, the CE staff does not always state a violation
with particularity. The violation is often generalized as ―substandard.‖
FA-10. Corrective options are not always provided when a property is cited by
the City.
FA-11. A VCC member requested a determination on the permitting of a second
dwelling unit in 2007. CE inspected the property and investigated the
permit status and determined that it was not legally permitted. This
determination was subsequently overruled.
In 2011, after a public
document request was processed for this property, CE reviewed the
records again and confirmed that the property was not legally permitted.
City of Ventura Code Enforcement
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FA-12. The Chief Building Officer (CBO) made recommendations and reports to
the VCC to increase inspections, adopt regulations, and adopt programs
to increase fees.
FA-13. The CE inspection fees are now charged to cover extra work.
FA-14. Unpaid citations have been sent to the county tax collector for collection
since June 2007. These can be collected, via foreclosure, beginning in
June 2012.
FA-15. According to the City, building safety is the stated primary concern of CE.
FA-16. The CBO supervises
Management, and CE.

B&S,

Construction

Permitting,

Flood

Plain

FA-17. Property owners perceive CE as providing aggressive enforcement, poor
public relations, inconsistent applications of city code, and failure to
identify violations with specificity.
FA-18. An administrative report informed the VCC that approximately 20% of the
inspected second units met the City's definition as ―substandard.‖ Some
were not life safety issues, but affected neighborhood livability, on-street
parking, and increased demand for utility usage. The report also stated
that many property owners either inherited unpermitted property or did
not realize the need for permits for various repairs or additions. (Att-02)
FA-19. The VCC was advised that property owners expressed frustration
regarding expenses, inflexible zoning and building laws, and the
mandatory costs to legalize their unpermitted dwelling units.
FA-20. The City stated that finding more code violations does not have a direct
financial impact on the CE group, but does significantly raise the permit
fees for the B&S Department and likely saves CE jobs.
FA-21. The CE has acted on complaints that appear to be retaliatory in nature
against neighbors.
FA-22. The City’s use of the term ―substandard‖ is too broad and needs to be
revised with specificity.
FA-23. The previous CE fees were arbitrary and had little monetary relationship
to the cost of services.
FA-24. A comparably sized city in Ventura County uses a very different approach
to code enforcement. The comparable city works with property owners to
find solutions to code enforcement issues. Most property owners have
very little knowledge of code enforcement or building codes. Providing
options, talking with and listening to property owner(s) creates cooperation and defuses conflict.
FA-25. Budgeting for Outcomes (BFO) was initiated in 2008 to increase efficiency
and to refocus priorities. As the economy deteriorated, BFO was used to
decrease ineffective spending and increase revenues.
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FA-26. The City considers that new code enforcement fees are not a tax. The
B&S Department’s permit process had been funded by the General Fund.
The same inspection activities are now performed, except the funding
comes from the new permit fees, charged to individuals or companies that
build or modify structures. This creates additional revenue for the City.
FA-27. There is an appeal process for property owners who dispute CE citations.
The first review is by the CBO. The second review is with the Local
Appeals Board. The Appeals Board has no City employees. The members
are appointed by the VCC and usually have a background in architecture,
engineering, construction, real estate, property management, or planning.
There is a third appeal process which is administered by a company that
is paid by the City to collect citations. There are significant costs to the
property owner for the second and third appeals.
FA-28. A structure can be classified as ―substandard‖ for many reasons, ranging
from life-threatening health and safety issues to not having a permit. This
characterization subjects the property to citations, fines, penalties, civil
actions, liens, and forfeitures. The City's written definition of
―substandard‖ was derived from several sources including the California
Uniform Housing Code, the State Health and Safety Codes, and City
ordinances.
FA-29. The issuance of a citation can result in fines of $426 per day. There are no
waivers for financial hardship.
FA-30. Clouded property titles restrict borrowing against the property. After a
Notice of Non-Compliance has been issued for any ―substandard‖ housing
issue(s), ranging from safety to a missing permit, an inspection is
required. The inspection will not be performed until a permit is purchased.
After the inspection is completed, the City releases the clouding
restrictions against the property.
FA-31. CE is associated with the California Association of Code Enforcement
Officers (CACEO), an organization that shares code enforcement
information and lobbies for code enforcement issues. CACEO shares
information on solutions to problems, including how to increase revenues.
FA-32. When a complaint is received, it is CE policy to review permits on file prior
to an inspection. The inspectors are trained to focus on the primary
allegation, but they can deal with other unrelated issues, if they are life
safety issues and in ―plain view.‖ In practice, CE looks for additional
permit violations.
FA-33. The VCC directed City management to find budget reductions. CE
recommended to the VCC that revenues could be enhanced if more
inspections were conducted, creating more permit fees and potential
fines.
FA-34. In February 2009, CE was directed to conduct visual inspections, looking
for unsafe second units and second dwelling units. The City staff
estimated that there are over 6,000 older dwellings and about 2,100
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unpermitted ―substandard‖ second dwellings. The City considers many of
these second dwelling units as low-income housing.
FA-35. According to the City, taxes are for general population benefit and fees
are for user service expense recovery. Fees may not be collected for more
than the reasonable cost for the service(s) without becoming an illegal
tax. The B&S Department is currently recovering costs via permit fees.
The City's fee schedules are created by a consultant, with input from the
affected departments. The reasonableness of the fees is reviewed by the
consultant by comparing the fees for other cities. Many of these cities also
have their fee schedules created by the same consultant.
FA-36. Proposition 218 allows for the collection of fees for providing services to
individuals. The VCC was apprised of the effects of the new building
permit fees, including that developers were paying more than what it cost
to perform the inspections. The VCC voted to keep the collected excess
fees and not reduce the rates.
FA-37. During inspections, CE takes property photographs, both exterior and
interior, unless asked to stop by property owners. CE practice allows that,
with legal access, anything that is in plain view may be photographed.
FA-38. In 2008, CE attempted to become revenue self-sufficient by trying to
raise revenues and decrease expenditures. The goal was to become
independent of the General Fund. CE began a cost-recovery plan.
Citations increased and CE charged a fee for each visit after the first.
FA-39. The CE badges were designed to look similar to the Ventura Police
Department badges. CE inspectors are not peace officers.
FA-40. The term ―substandard,‖ as used by the CE, has many meanings including
that a structure is unsafe.
FA-41. Citations and permits can be expensive and sometimes burdensome to
low income owners. These costly citations and permits can lead to loss of
income and sometimes force property sales.
FA-42. The citation forms and notice forms are intimidating or confusing to
people. The forms are sometimes not completed with accurate, detailed
information and descriptions.
FA-43. CE claims to have more power than police officers relative to property
matters.
FA-44. Construction done without required plans and permits is deemed, by CE,
to be hazardous and unsafe.

Findings
FI-01. CE administration requires code enforcement training and experience.
(FA-01–06, 10, 11, 14, 17–22, 25, 27, 28, 32–44)
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FI-02. The City has a large number of older dwellings and second dwelling units
that have unpermitted work. (FA-34)
FI-03. Many of the second units provide inexpensive (low-income) housing and
rentals. (FA-34)
FI-04. ―The 2nd Unit Dwelling Amnesty Permit Program‖ reduces permit fees and
addresses zoning issue requirements for those who can afford impact fees
and building construction upgrades to comply with the program. (FA-07,
08)
FI-05. Applicants not accepted into the Amnesty Program risk citations, higher
fees, and possible demolition of their second dwelling units. (FA-08)
FI-06. Many property owners fear CE and the cost of permits, fees, and
construction costs. (FA-01, 02, 06, 08–14, 18, 19, 21, 25-27, 29, 30, 32–
34, 36–44)
FI-07. CE and the City have shown preferential treatment in code enforcement
to favored citizens. (FA-11)
FI-08. None of the levels of the City appellate process is by an independent third
party and can become expensive to the property owner. (FA-27)
FI-09. The City holds the property owner responsible for the burden of proof for
the existence of permits. (FA-02–05)
FI-10. The City holds the current property owners responsible for any and all
prior work requiring permits. (FA-02)
FI-11. CE has been aggressive with property owners in personal contacts,
paperwork, documents, and enforcement tactics. (FA-01–05, 14, 18–22,
25–34, 36–44)
FI-12. CE is more aggressive and less helpful than a comparison city in the
County. (FA-24)
FI-13. The VCC has raised fees for budgetary reasons. (FA-12, 13, 25, 26, 33,
38)
FI-14. When the VCC approved shifting B&S permit fees to a cost reimbursable
system, it resulted in higher fees. (FA-12, 13, 20, 25, 26, 33, 38)
FI-15. The City's use of the term substandard is very broad, allowing the City to
apply it to issues ranging from life-safety to nuisances. (FA-09, 18, 22,
28, 30, 34)
FI-16. Inconsistent and confusing information is provided by the CE to property
owners. (FA-06, 09, 10, 22, 28, 30, 42)
FI-17. The VCC approved retaining the developer permit fees in excess of
reimbursable costs. Though informed that collecting and retaining more
than the costs to perform a service may be contrary to law, the VCC
failed to lower these fee rates. (FA-36)
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Recommendations
R-01.

That VCC provide additional management oversight of the Code
Enforcement Group along with requisite code enforcement and legal
training. (FI 01, 04–12, 15, 16)

R-02.

That VCC implement policies and practices to instill public confidence in
the Amnesty Program. (FI-04, 05)

R-03.

That VCC revise City and code enforcement policies, procedures, and
practices relating to the reality, or appearance, of preferential treatment.
(FI-07)

R-04.

That VCC redefine ―substandard‖ as life safety issues in the code
enforcement policies. (FI-15, 16)

R-05.

That VCC rewrite policies, procedures and practices with the purpose of
reducing conflict between Code Enforcement and property owners. This
should include:


editing forms that appear more threatening than informative prior to a
determination of non-compliance (FI-11, 15, 16)



describing violations and remedy options with reasonable detail and
clarity (FI-11, 15, 16)



developing a training strategy for Code Enforcement with the intent to
assist owners through the process of making their properties safe
(FI-11, 12, 15, 16)



providing equitable relief with respect to permit fees for successive
owners who failed to discover prior code violations through their due
diligence (FI-09, 10)



retaining an inventory of low-income dwellings in Ventura for state
reporting requirements (FI-02–06, 10–16)



creating an independent third-party appeals process focusing on
property safety issues and fairness (FI-08)

R-06.

That VCC refrain from using non-safety code enforcement matters to
raise revenue. (FI-04, 06, 13, 15)

R-07.

That VCC return excessive fee rates previously collected from developers
and lower these fee rates to a level compliant with the law. (FI-17)

R-08.

That VCC place the burden of maintaining building and safety and code
enforcement records or documents on the City, in compliance with
current law. (FI-09)
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Responses
Responses Required From:
Ventura City Council (FI-01–17) (R-01–08)
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Disclaimer
This report is issued by the 2011-2012 Ventura County Grand Jury. Due to a
potential conflict of interest, a member of this Grand Jury was excused from
participating in the investigation of this report.
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Glossary
TERM

DEFINITION

Second dwelling unit

A secondary structure intended for living
space

Second unit

A secondary structure which is not intended
for living space

Amnesty Program, or
Program

2nd Dwelling Unit Amnesty Permit Program

B&S

Building and Safety Department, City of
Ventura

BFO

Budgeting For Outcomes

CACEO

California Association of Code Enforcement
Officers

CBO

Chief Building Official

CE

Code Enforcement group, City of Ventura

City

City of San Buenaventura

Clouding

A process that encumbers the property title
and limits the property owner from borrowing
money against the equity of the property

Complaint-based

Code enforcement done on properties in
response to citizen complaints

Community
Development

Community Development Department, City of
Ventura

Grand Jury

2011–2012 Ventura County Grand Jury

Life safety

Structural conditions
physical harm or death

Plain view

A legal doctrine, regarding searches, that
allows an enforcement officer, legally in a
position to observe and collect evidence in
plain view (not obscured), to do so

Preferential treatment

The granting of favored or
treatment not accorded to others

Proactive process

Code enforcement done
observations and inspections
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Substandard

The City’s definition applied to property that
is very broad—ranging from life safety issues
to nuisance issues

VCC

Ventura City Council
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Attachment 01
The 2nd Dwelling Unit Amnesty Permit Program
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Attachment 02
City of Ventura
Administrative Report
Dated: November 16, 2009
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